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ABSTRACT
Aims. We investigate synthetic observational signatures generated from numerical models of transverse waves propagating in
braided magnetic fields.
Methods. We examine two simulations with different levels of magnetic field braiding and impose a periodic, transverse wave
driver at the lower boundary. After waves reflect off the top boundary, a complex pattern of wave interference forms. We analyse
the synthetic emission produced by the forward modelling code, FoMo. We examine line intensity, Doppler shifts and kinetic
energy along several line-of-sight (LOS) angles.
Results. The Doppler shifts showed the presence of transverse waves. However, when analysing the intensity, waves are less
easily observed for more complex magnetic fields and may be mistaken for background noise. Depending on the LOS angle,
the observable signatures of waves reflect some of the magnetic field braiding, particularly when multiple emission lines are
available. In the more braided simulation, signatures of phase mixing can be identified. We identify possible ambiguities in the
interpretation of wave modes based on the synthetic emission signatures.
Conclusions. Most of the observables within this article behave as expected, given knowledge of the evolution of the parameters
in 3D space. However, some intriguing observational signatures are present. Detecting regions of magnetic field complexity is
somewhat possible when waves are present. However, simultaneous spectroscopic imaging from different lines is important to
identify these locations. Care needs to be taken when interpreting intensity and Doppler velocity signatures as torsional motions
as, in our setup, such signatures were a consequence of the magnetic field complexity and not torsional waves. Finally, the kinetic
energy, estimated with Doppler velocities, is dependent on the polarisation of the wave, complexity of the background field and
the LOS.
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1. Introduction
Over the past couple of decades, the existence of MHD waves
throughout the solar atmosphere has become more appar-
ent, due to higher spatial and temporal resolution in imaging
and spectroscopic instruments (e.g. De Moortel & Nakariakov
2012; Arregui 2015; Van Doorsselaere et al. 2020). Within the
solar corona, an assortment of these waves have been iden-
tified. Particularly pertinent to this article is the presence of
transverse waves propagating along coronal magnetic struc-
tures (e.g. Aschwanden et al. 1999, 2002; Okamoto et al. 2007;
Tomczyk et al. 2007; McIntosh et al. 2011; Thurgood et al. 2014;
Anfinogentov et al. 2015; Morton et al. 2015; Tian et al. 2016;
Duckenfield et al. 2018).
For quite some time, MHD waves have been proposed as
a mechanism to transfer energy into the solar corona, and by
dissipation of this energy, help maintain the high coronal tem-
peratures. Further details of coronal heating theories can be
found in the reviews by, for example, Walsh & Ireland (2003);
Klimchuk (2006); Parnell & De Moortel (2012); De Moortel &
Browning (2015); Klimchuk (2015).
MHD waves can be generated by short time scale mo-
tions located at photospheric magnetic footpoints (e.g. Cran-
mer & van Ballegooijen 2005; Wang et al. 2009; Hillier et al.
2013), however motions with longer time scales result in braid-
ing, and hence stressing, of the coronal magnetic field (e.g.
Parker 1972). As a result, it is thought that the coronal mag-
netic field is constantly in a complex configuration. The com-
bination of footpoint motions and intricate topological mag-
netic fields will enhance the formation of current sheets, lead-
ing to heating (e.g. Longcope & Sudan 1994; Longbottom et al.
1998; Peter et al. 2004; Wilmot-Smith et al. 2011; Wilmot-Smith
2015; O’Hara & De Moortel 2016; Pontin et al. 2016; Reale et al.
2016). In addition, numerical simulations have shown that in
loops that have been twisted sufficiently by such (slow) foot-
point motions, the onset of the kink instability can release the
stored magnetic energy, leading to heating events (e.g. Brown-
ing et al. 2008; Hood et al. 2009; Reid et al. 2018). Further
studies have gone on to forward model such kink instabilities
and determine whether there are any observational signatures
from such phenomenon (e.g. Snow et al. 2017).
Phase mixing has been proposed as a mechanism to in-
crease the rate of heating due to (Alfvén) wave dissipation.
This is achieved by transverse gradients in the Alfvén speed
profile causing large spatial gradients in the velocity and mag-
netic fields (Heyvaerts & Priest 1983). However, concerns have
been highlighted (e.g Cargill et al. 2016) as to whether this
model can self-consistently deliver the heating required to
balance thermal losses on the right timescales. In particular,
Cargill et al. (2016) show that much larger transport coeffi-
cients than expected in the corona would be required (see also
e.g. Pagano & De Moortel 2017; Pagano et al. 2018; Pagano &
De Moortel 2019).
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Waves are also important in the field of coronal seismology
(e.g Uchida 1970; Roberts et al. 1984; Taroyan & Erdélyi 2009;
Chen & Peter 2015; Pascoe et al. 2018; Karamimehr et al. 2019;
Pascoe et al. 2019; Wang & Ofman 2019; Magyar & Nakariakov
2020) i.e. estimating plasma parameters using the characteris-
tics of observed waves and oscillations. Hence, there is a clear
need for a better understanding of MHD wave dynamics in re-
alistic coronal fields. For this reason, previous authors have in-
vestigated the signatures of such waves (for example sausage,
slow and the kink modes) with the use of synthetic observables
generated from numerical models (e.g. Antolin & Van Doors-
selaere 2013; Yuan et al. 2015; Yuan & Van Doorsselaere 2016).
In this study, we investigate the observables from syn-
thetic emission data produced by two numerical simulations
of transverse MHD waves in coronal plasma. Each experi-
ment considers different degrees of magnetic field complexity
(Howson et al. 2020). We examine the effect the magnetic field
has on the observables and determine whether there are any
distinguishable signatures. This will help towards cataloguing
potential observables for detecting similar MHD waves and
will help close the gap between numerical simulations and ob-
servations. Unlike many previous articles, which study waves
in simple cylindrical models, this paper investigates waves in a
more complex coronal environment. In Sect. 2, we give a brief
overview of the numerical model and results of Howson et al.
(2020). In Sect. 3, we analyse the synthetic emission data by ex-
amining the imaging and spectral signatures. Our findings are
then discussed and summarised in Sect. 4.
2. Numerical model
2.1. Setup
We begin with a brief description of the numerical model for
which we generate the synthetic emission data discussed in
this article (see Sect. 3). For further details and analysis of the
simulation results, we refer the reader to Howson et al. (2020).
To investigate the effects of complex magnetic field struc-
tures on Alfvénic waves, Howson et al. (2020) consider two ini-
tial conditions, each derived from different times within sim-
ulations performed by Reid et al. (2018). In the latter study,
the authors examine the behaviour of an avalanche model in
three twisted magnetic threads. These threads are twisted by
counter rotational boundary drivers located at each of their
footpoints. The three threads are rotated at different rates,
such that the central thread becomes kink unstable first. This
subsequently destabilises each of the neighbouring threads.
Intricate current structures are generated during this process,
predominantly in jz (the initial field is aligned with the z-axis).
The two snapshots used in Howson et al. (2020) are a time
when one of the threads still has a recognisable structure and
later on, when any coherent structuring has been lost. We will
denote these initial conditions as IC1 and IC2, respectively (Fig
1). A more in-depth analysis of the avalanche model can be
found in Reid et al. (2018). In Howson et al. (2020), these ini-
tial conditions are then relaxed numerically by switching off
the footpoint driving and implementing a large viscosity to re-
duce the amplitude of any flows and oscillations. The numeri-
cal relaxation is stopped once the magnitude of any remaining
velocities is small compared to the amplitude of the wave driv-
ing (see below).
The numerical simulations in Howson et al. (2020) and
Reid et al. (2018) use the Lagrangian-remap code, Lare3D (Ar-
ber et al. 2001), which solves the fully 3D normalised non-ideal
Fig. 1: Illustration of the magnetic field line complexity for IC1
(upper row) and IC2 (lower row) showing the projection of
the magnetic field lines onto the xy-plane (left column) and
the configuration of representative field lines in 3D (right col-
umn), modified from Howson et al. (2020). The LOS angles
(LOS1, 2, 3 and 4), used in the forward modelling, are green
arrows if they are in the xy-plane (left) and purple in the xz-
plane (right).
LOS Parallel To POS
1 positive y-axis xz-plane
2 positive x-axis yz-plane
3 positive z-axis xy-plane
4 10° off LOS3 as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Table 1: LOS angles given in reference to their plane of the sky
(POS) and the axis they are parallel to. These are also depicted
in Fig. 1.
MHD Equations. In Howson et al. (2020), the effects of ther-
mal conduction, optically thin radiation and gravity were ne-
glected. The background viscosity was set to zero, however,
to ensure numerical stability, the Lare3D code does include
shock viscosity. This contributes to both the viscous force
and viscous heating term. The simulations were non-resistive
(η= 0) and hence, the only increases in temperature are due to
compression and the (small) shock viscosity heating term.
We will refer to the numerical simulations of Howson et al.
(2020) as S1 and S2 (corresponding to initial conditions IC1
and IC2, respectively). The numerical domain has dimen-
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sions of 30 Mm×30 Mm×100 Mm, using a numerical grid of
256×256×1024 cells.
The transverse waves investigated in Howson et al. (2020)
are excited by imposing a wave driver on the lower z boundary
of the form v (t )= (0,vy ,0), where vy is defined by
vy (t )= v0 sin(ωt ) ,
with an amplitude, v0 ≈ 20 km s−1 and frequency,ω≈ 0.21 s−1.
This corresponds to a wave period of τ ≈ 28 s. We have im-
plemented a relatively high frequency driver to allow multi-
ple wavelengths to fit within the length of the numerical do-
main (100 Mm). Although the majority of wave or oscillatory
periods observed in the solar corona are of the order of a few
minutes (e.g. Tomczyk et al. 2007; Tomczyk & McIntosh 2009;
Morton et al. 2016), observations of wave periods of a few tens
of seconds have also been identified along coronal loops (e.g.
Williams et al. 2001) and spicules (e.g. Okamoto & De Pontieu
2011; Yoshida et al. 2019).
The x and y boundaries are periodic and the z boundaries
set the gradients of all the variables to be zero, with the ex-
ception of the velocity, where the wave driver is imposed on
the bottom boundary and the velocity is set to zero on the top.
This ensures that waves are reflected at the top boundary and
forced to propagate back into the domain.
2.2. Evolution
In order to interpret the synthetic emission data generated by
the forward modelling (see Sect. 3), it is helpful to first briefly
discuss the evolution of the system, in particular the behaviour
of the velocity, temperature and density.
One significant feature seen in Howson et al. (2020) was
the presence of phase mixing, where the formation of small
length scales depends on the amount of magnetic field com-
plexity. The left-hand panels of Figs. 2a & 2b are snapshots of
vy before the first reflection off the top boundary. They each
show the distortion of the (velocity) wave front as it propagates
through the complex magnetic field. The degree of distortion
clearly relates to the amount of braiding (complexity) of the
magnetic field, i.e. the more complex the field the greater the
(a) (b)
Fig. 2: Contour plot of vy in a vertical slices through y = 0 Mm
at 141 s (first panels) & 239 s (second panels) for simulations
(a) S1 and (b) S2. Note the change in the range of the colour
bars.
level of phase mixing. The last two panels in Figs. 2a and 2b
illustrate the behaviour of the waves at a later time (t = 239s),
when they have reflected back into the domain and begin to
generate wave interference.
Although the imposed boundary driver is incompressible,
non-linearity and coupling to fast modes lead to compress-
ibility as the waves propagate through the domain. Figure 3
illustrates the complex and compressible nature of the ve-
locity field through a horizontal slice at the midplane in S2.
Clearly, the velocity is no longer aligned with the boundary
wave driver. This (partial) change to the polarisation of the
wave, from vy to vx , is due to the interaction of the pertur-
bations in By with jz , which produces an x-component of the
Lorentz force (see also Howson et al. 2019b) and hence, gen-
erates velocity perturbations in the x-direction, as the waves
travel along the twisted magnetic field lines.
The density and temperature profiles averaged along the
three main axes are illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5 for simula-
tions S1 and S2, respectively (where the scale of the colour
bar changes between S1 and S2). Initially, a tube-like struc-
ture is present in both simulations when viewing along the
x and y-axes. These are regions of higher temperature, com-
pared to the surroundings, and occur where the viscous and
Ohmic heating is largest in Reid et al. (2018). Due to pressure
balance and the larger temperatures, there is a drop in den-
sity within the tube-like structures (see Howson et al. 2019b).
Therefore, in this case, the Alfvén speed is generally higher in-
side the magnetic structures than outside. This is converse to
what is typically used in wave studies and is more common for
structures in the lower atmosphere but has also been studied
in a coronal context (e.g. Howson et al. 2019a). Although in S1
the right-hand thread is a distinct structure (see Fig.1), this is
only apparent in the temperature and density averaged along
the z-axis and is not evident when averaging along the x & y-
axes.
As the simulations evolve, the compressible nature of the
velocity field becomes evident in Figs. 4b and 5b, where we
Fig. 3: Illustration of the speed (contours) and the horizontal
velocity (vectors) through the horizontal midplane for S2 at
t = 239 s.
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 4: Contours of average temperature (rainbow) and density (pink) along the three axes at (a) 0s and (b) 974s for S1.
see perturbations in both the density and temperature along
the x & y-axes. As discussed above, in the initial equilibria, re-
gions of high temperature typically coincide with low density
plasma. However, for the perturbations seen in Figs. 4b and 5b,
we see a co-spatial increase (or decrease) in both the temper-
ature and the density. As such, they highlight regions of adia-
batic heating (or cooling). In S1, these perturbations form hor-
izontally across the plane-of-the-sky (POS) and obscure the
initial structures. In S2, on the other hand, they predominantly
appear in regions where |x| & |y | > 8 Mm and do not obscure
the initial density and temperature configuration. This is due
to the deformed nature of the wave front at later times in S2,
implying that regions of compression (or rarefaction) associ-
ated with the wave do not necessarily align along the line-of-
sight (LOS), resulting in weaker LOS density (and temperature)
perturbations.
3. Forward modelling
3.1. Emission lines and LOS
To produce the synthetic emission data, the numerical results
are forward modelled using the FoMo code (Van Doorsselaere
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 5: Contours of average temperature (rainbow) and density (pink) along the three axes at (a) 0s and (b) 974s for S2.
et al. 2016) which generates optically thin EUV and UV emis-
sion lines using the CHIANTI atomic database (Dere et al.
1997; Landi et al. 2013).
We choose to model the Fe XII 193Å and Fe XVI 335Å emis-
sion lines, as these provide good coverage of the temperature
range in our simulations. The rest wavelengths are 193.509 Å
and 335.409 Å, with peak formation temperatures of log(T ) =
6.20 (∼ 1.57 MK) and log(T )= 6.42 (∼ 2.65 MK), respectively.
We examine four different LOS angles which are illustrated
in Fig. 1 and Table 1. Two of the angles lie in the xy-plane and
cut across the magnetic flux tubes (LOS1 and 2) whereas LOS3
and LOS4 lie in the xz-plane and are approximately aligned
with the magnetic structure. The LOS3 viewing angle is directly
aligned with the axis of the loop, which could occur near disk
centre in the lower atmosphere.
The numerical grid used in Howson et al. (2020) was mod-
ified in this forward modelling analysis to reduce computa-
tional costs by spatially resampling the original simulations to
every fourth grid cell along x, y and z. The temporal resolution
was not altered. From examining a selection of the data at full
spatial resolution, we confirmed that the spatial re-sampling
had no significant impact on the forward modelling results.
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Fig. 6: Normalised total intensity for S1 and S2 in Fe XII and Fe XVI looking along LOS1 at 0s (row 1) and 974s (row 2). In each
case, the intensities have been normalised by their own spatio-temporal maximum.
3.2. Imaging signatures
Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the synthetic total intensity at two
instances in time (t = 0 s and t = 974 s) in Fe XII and Fe
XVI. We show results for both simulations, along LOS1 (Fig. 6)
and LOS2 (Fig. 7). Fe XVI generally detects the hotter plasma
i.e. initially the central column and later on, the regions where
we observed adiabatic heating. Of course, if the plasma den-
sity is low, then even in regions of hot plasma, the Fe XVI
intensity will also be low. An example of this can be seen
in the S2 simulation (last column of Fig. 6; |x| . 7 Mm,
−35 Mm. y . 40 Mm). The low intensity in the cooler line, for
S2, is a combination of low density and plasma being outwith
the formation temperature of Fe XII (third column of Figs. 6
& 7). Apart from this, the Fe XII intensity is essentially the ‘in-
verse’ of Fe XVI.
We note that the complexity in the equilibrium configura-
tion is not evident from the intensity contours at t = 0 (see,
for example, Pontin et al. 2017). The hotter line for simulation
S1 is the only case where a flux tube-like structure is even de-
tected. As expected, there are no signs of the two threads in
S1 which became unstable during the Reid et al. (2018) sim-
ulation. However, there are also no signs of the third thread,
which is still distinguishable along LOS1 when examining the
traced magnetic field lines in Fig. 1.
Due to the compressible nature of the waves, we do ex-
pect to see some intensity changes, associated with the den-
sity and temperature perturbations discussed above. Indeed,
as the simulations progress, the presence of waves becomes
most apparent for the least complex magnetic field configura-
tion (see the first and second panel on the bottom row of Figs.
6 and 7), where we saw the clearest density and temperature
perturbations. For the more complex field (third and fourth
panels), the wave-like behaviour is less apparent and could
be mistaken for background noise. Figure 8, which shows the
running difference of the total intensity (i.e. the difference be-
tween subsequent time steps with a cadence of 3.6 s), has the
same properties. We see a clear signature of the waves in both
lines for S1 (first two panels). This change in intensity high-
lights the compressible nature of the velocity field despite the
incompressible nature of the boundary driver. However, for
the more braided field (S2 - last two panels), the running dif-
ference does not reveal the wave dynamics either, due to the
complex, continuously changing nature of the wave front.
In addition to the running difference, we investigate the
base difference i.e. we subtract the initial intensity from the
intensity at each time step. This is shown in the first panel of
Fig. 9a. We observe minor changes in the intensity profile near
the start of the simulations as illustrated at 43 s during S2 (first
panel). These changes coincide with the front of the Alfvénic
wave (at z ≈−20 Mm) seen in the Doppler velocity in the sec-
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Fig. 7: Normalised total intensity for S1 and S2 in Fe XII and Fe XVI looking along LOS2 at 0s (row 1) and 974s (row 2). In each
case, the intensities have been normalised by their own spatio-temporal maximum.
Fig. 8: Normalised running difference of total intensity (with a cadence of 3.6 s) for S1 and S2 in Fe XII and Fe XVI looking along
LOS1 at 974s. In each case, the running-differences have been normalised by their own spatio-temporal maximum.
ond panel (a more in-depth analysis of the Doppler velocity is
given in Sect. 3.3). The presence of a slow wave, generated by
the boundary driver, can also be seen in the left-hand panel,
propagating behind the transverse wave with a wave front at
z ≈ −40 Mm. These perturbations to the intensity are caused
by the compression and rarefaction of the plasma as a result of
the waves. Intriguingly, the horizontal spatial scales of the slow
wave (seen in the base difference), are smaller than those seen
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 9: First and second panel of (a) illustrate the total relative
intensity base difference and Doppler velocity, respectively, in
Fe XVI along LOS1 in S2. Depicted in (b) is By on the bottom
z boundary. The black line represents the By = 0 G contour. In
(a) & (b) the white dashed lines highlight the location of the
small horizontal spatial features. All panels are at 43 s.
Fig. 10: Illustration of the compression and rarefaction due
to the slow wave, seen in the intensity base difference in Fig.
9a. All vectors are projected onto the yz-plane, where B is
the magnetic field on the lower boundary, v = (0,vy ,0) is the
boundary driver and Alfvén and Slow are the Alfvén and slow
components of the propagating wave.
in the transverse wave (shown by the Doppler velocity). This
is due to the way the boundary driver (vy ) interacts with the
y-component of the magnetic field on the bottom boundary.
The schematics in Fig. 10 helps to explain why this is the case.
When Byvy > 0, the slow wave component (‘Slow’ in Fig. 10)
acts along the magnetic field, causing compression, whereas
when Byvy < 0, the slow component is now anti-parallel to the
magnetic field, resulting in rarefaction of the plasma. In Fig.
9b, we show the configuration of By on the bottom boundary
of the domain. We see that the sign of By broadly aligns with
the small spatial scale features seen in the base difference and
matches the compression and rarefaction pattern illustrated
in Fig. 10.
The figures of intensity and running difference along LOS1
and 2 (Figs. 6, 7 & 8), do not show obvious signs of magnetic
field complexity. This also holds for the intensity along LOS3
(Fig. 11a). However, when examining the running difference
along LOS3 (Fig. 11b), the small scale spatial structuring be-
comes apparent. This helps identify regions of complex field
but does not imply that other regions are not complex. For ex-
ample, Fe XII S2 (Fig. 11b - bottom left panel) does not show
small scale structures in the centre, despite complex field be-
ing present (compare to bottom left panel of Fig. 1). Hence,
if observing the Fe XII emission in isolation, one could incor-
rectly conclude that the S1 magnetic field is more intricate.
Similarly, when examining the Fe XVI synthetic emission in
isolation (Fig. 11b - right column), even though it shows the
regions of complex magnetic field projected onto the plane of
the sky (compare to left column of Fig. 1), distinguishing the
intricacy of the two magnetic fields (S1 and S2) is not straight-
forward. Therefore, a comparison of the complexity of the two
magnetic field configurations from the intensity images does
not necessarily give the correct results.
One intriguing feature visible in the running difference of
intensity along LOS3 & 4 during the first transit of the trans-
verse waves through the domain, is the presence of an ap-
parent rotational motion (see movie1). This is not indicative
of real torsional motions, which are not present within the
plasma but instead is caused by compressible wave fronts
propagating along twisted field. In Fig. 12, we have illustrated
this behaviour by tracking one contour level of the running dif-
ference at consecutive times during S2 (it is also seen in S1).
Along LOS3, we see an apparent anticlockwise rotation but by
altering the viewing angle by just 10° (LOS4), the rotational
motion is hardly observable. For tilted viewing angles, the up-
ward propagation of waves from the lower boundary (a motion
from right to left in the left panel of movie1 and the bottom row
of Fig. 12) obscures the apparent rotation.
In addition, this apparent torsional motion is only visi-
ble during the initial transit of the waves through the do-
main, i.e. before the first reflection off the top boundary.
Once the waves reflect, the interference between the counter-
propagating waves leads to random and chaotic patterns.
Hence, this apparent rotational motion is probably unlikely to
be observed, for example in closed coronal loops, due to the
constant motions and waves propagating along magnetic field
lines causing wave interference. However, in cases where there
is a significant difference in the outward and inward propa-
gating wave power (e.g. Verth et al. 2010; Tiwari et al. 2019) or
in open magnetic field regions (e.g. Morton et al. 2015), this
apparent rotational motion may lead to misinterpretations of
torsional wave modes.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 11: Normalised (a) total intensity and (b) running difference (with a cadence of 3.6s) along LOS3 in Fe XII (first column) and
Fe XVI (second column) in both S1 (first row) and S2 (second row) at 974s. Quantities in each panel have been normalised by
their own spatio-temporal maximum.
Fig. 12: Single contour level of the normalised running difference of the total intensity (with a cadence of 3.6s) along LOS3 (row
1) and LOS4 (row 2) in Fe XVI during S2 at 14 (red), 21 (blue), 28 (green) and 36 (purple) seconds.
3.3. Spectral signatures
Even though there is a weak compressible aspect to the waves,
they do not show strong signatures in intensity. In addition,
increased LOS cancellation for the more braided simulation
leads to very weak, if any, detectable signs of wave propaga-
tion in the S2 simulation (last two panels in lower rows of Figs.
6 & 7 and final two panels in Fig. 8).
However, we are able to clearly detect the presence of
waves using Doppler velocities. In Fig. 13, we illustrate the
Doppler velocities observed with the Fe XVI line along LOS1.
These are obtained by fitting a (single) Gaussian to the specific
intensity and measuring the shift of the Gaussian peak from
the rest wavelength. The times in the first two panels coincide
with Fig. 2b and the remaining two panels show later times in
the simulation, when the wave interference and phase mixing
are well-developed. At all times, propagating waves are clearly
present as perturbations in the Doppler velocities. The magni-
tudes of the Doppler shifts are somewhat large in comparison
to actual observations. However, when an integration time of
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Fig. 13: Doppler velocity for S2 along LOS1 in Fe XVI. Note that the range on the colour bar changes in each panel.
Fig. 14: Doppler velocity from S1 in Fe XVI at 141 s along LOS1.
10 s (similar to that of modern spectrometers) was used, we
found a decrease in the values of the Doppler shift by a factor
of almost two. The structure of the Doppler velocity profiles
was largely unaltered.
We note that in S2, a single Gaussian could not be fitted to
a very small percentage (less than ∼0.06%) of the line profiles.
These instances all occurred at later times in the simulation
when multiple, more complex plasma flows are present along
the LOS, resulting in complex, double (or more) peaked line
profiles. As this only happens in a very small number of cases,
it does not affect the analysis of the data presented here.
Before the transverse waves reflect off the top boundary
(t = 141 s), we see (weak) phase mixing as described in How-
son et al. (2020) and in Sect. 2.2. The level of complexity is ev-
ident by contrasting S2 with S1 using the same emission line
(compare the left hand panel of Fig. 13 and Fig. 14). As ex-
pected, the level of distortion to the wave front is greater in S2,
confirming that the more complex field leads to more phase
mixing. When comparing the S2 Doppler velocities in Fe XII
Fig. 15: Doppler velocity from S2 in Fe XII at 141 s along LOS1.
(Fig. 15) and in Fe XVI (first panel Fig. 13), there is more phase
mixing evident in the hotter line. This is due to the temper-
ature profile of the background magnetic field. In general, the
more complex field (which enhances phase mixing) has higher
local temperatures. The cooler lines, on the other hand, mostly
detect regions where the field is less complex, and thus, exhibit
less wave distortion.
Looking more closely at a small region of panel two in
Fig. 13, as illustrated in Fig. 16, an out of phase red-blue struc-
ture is detected. Assuming no prior knowledge of this simula-
tion (i.e. the magnetic field configuration and the polarisation
of the boundary driver) and a field of view limited to this small
region, one could misinterpret this Doppler velocity configu-
ration as torsional motions.
Similar Doppler velocity features have been identified by
various authors in observational data. For example, Srivas-
tava et al. (2017) find a similar signature when examining the
Doppler velocity of a highly structured magnetic flux tube, us-
ing SST/CRISP in the Hα 6562.8 Å spectral line which was in-
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Fig. 16: Doppler velocity for S2 along LOS1 in Fe XVI (left
panel), repeated from panel 2 of Figure 13. A zoomed in re-
gion of the domain (right panel) where −7 Mm ≤ z ≤ 50 Mm
and the other axis is between −3 Mm and 12 Mm. Note the
change in the range of the colour bars.
terpreted as torsional oscillations. Kohutova et al. (2020) also
interpret such alternating red-blue shifts along the edges of a
flux tube as torsional Alfvén oscillations. However, in our sim-
ulations, these specific Doppler velocity patterns are the result
of phase mixing and counter-propagation of transverse waves
in a complex magnetic field rather than actual torsional waves.
Figure 17 illustrates the LOS2 Doppler velocities at the
same times as the LOS1 Doppler velocities in Fig. 13. The
change in the wave polarisation, discussed in Howson et al.
(2019b) and Sect. 2.2, is evident when comparing the Doppler
shifts along the different LOS angles. Energy is transferred
from the vy component (observable in LOS1) of the veloc-
ity field near the bottom boundary to a vx component (ob-
servable in LOS2) as time progresses. From the first panel, we
see that as the waves propagate up through the domain, the
change in polarisation becomes more pronounced, resulting
in the Doppler velocities in LOS2 increasing with height.
In LOS2, the spatial profile of the Doppler velocities in
many locations is not dissimilar to the out of phase red-blue
shifts seen in Fig. 16. Again, caution is needed to avoid mis-
interpreting these signatures of phase mixing as torsional mo-
tions. The LOS2 Doppler velocity signatures are quite complex
and intricate, given that our boundary velocity driver is in fact
a simple sinusoidal driver. Hence, complex observational sig-
natures do not necessarily imply the presence of a complex
driver but may instead (as in the case here) be indicative of
a complex background magnetic field structure. When exam-
ining LOS2 in S1 (Fig. 18), we find largely the same behaviour
as in S2, except over a narrower region as less of the domain
contains complex magnetic field structures (see top left hand
panel of Fig. 1).
Figure 19 shows the evolution of the mean magnitude of
the Doppler velocity along LOS2 during both simulations, in
both emission lines. It is clear that at all times and irrespective
of the emission line, the values of the Doppler velocities are
smaller for the S1 simulation. This is due to the less complex
magnetic field structure in S1, which leads to a smaller transfer
of energy to the x component of the velocity field, (Fig. 20) and
hence smaller Doppler velocity along LOS2. Figure 20 shows
the mean magnitudes of the vy and vx velocity components
for both simulations. At early stages, the behaviour of vy is al-
most identical. Following the first reflection off the top bound-
ary (∼ 150 s), the oscillation amplitudes increase and we see vy
(solid blue & green lines) deviate in both simulations, as more
energy is transferred to vx in S2 (dashed blue line) due to the
more complex magnetic field.
3.4. Kinetic energy budget
In this section, we compare the kinetic energy in both simu-
lations to the estimated kinetic energy obtained from the syn-
thetic emission data, i.e. using the Doppler velocities calcu-
lated in Sect. 3.3. Figure 21 illustrates the evolution of these
kinetic energies in both simulations (S1 & S2), along LOS1 and
2. The volume integrated LOS kinetic energy (turquoise line) is
calculated from the simulations results by setting vLOS = vy or
vx , in Eq. 1, for LOS1 and 2, respectively.
LOS Kinetic Energy = 1
2
∫
ρv2LOSdV (1)
Estimated Kinetic Energy = L
2
∫
ρ¯v2DdA (2)
To estimate the kinetic energies from the spectroscopic in-
formation (red and blue lines), we use Eq. 2, where L is the LOS
depth, ρ¯ is the average density and vD is the Doppler velocity
for a given emission line, all along the LOS. Note that all the
kinetic energies in Fig. 21 have been smoothed to better illus-
trate their general evolution rather than the amplitude of the
oscillations.
We realise that the depth, L, and density profile along the
LOS are not easily measured from coronal observations. The
length is simply a scaling factor which does not change the be-
haviour of the estimated kinetic energies. However, a reason-
able estimate is required for comparison with the actual vol-
ume integrated kinetic energy. For the density, we require the
average value along the line of sight. This can be estimated us-
ing line ratios as a density diagnostic tool (e.g. Dere et al. 1979;
Mason et al. 1979; Landi & Miralles 2014; Polito et al. 2016).
Using a value of L equal to 30 Mm (i.e. the depth of our nu-
merical domain), we can see that when we observe along the
direction of the boundary driver (LOS1), the ‘observed’ kinetic
energy is a less accurate representation of the true (total) ki-
netic energy as the complexity of the field increases (i.e. S2 is
less accurate than S1 along LOS1 - see left column of Fig. 21).
This is a result of the increased polarisation change in the S2
simulation where more energy is transferred from vy to vx (see
Fig. 20) and hence we find a less accurate estimate of the total
kinetic energy. Even so the estimates are, at worst, about 50%
of the total value.
Not only does the complexity of the magnetic field alter the
estimated kinetic energy but the LOS angle has a significant ef-
fect as well. Comparing the left-hand and right-hand columns
of Fig. 21, we see that for the LOS perpendicular to the bound-
ary driver (i.e. LOS2) the estimated kinetic energies are up to
several orders of magnitude less than the total kinetic energy
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Fig. 17: Doppler velocity for S2 along LOS2 in Fe XVI. Note the range on the colour bar changes in each panel.
Fig. 18: Doppler velocities for Fe XVI in S1 at 890s along LOS2.
Fig. 19: Mean magnitude of the Doppler velocity along LOS2
from S1 (green and blue) and S2 (red and purple) in Fe XII
(green and red) and Fe XVI (blue and purple) as a function
of time. The vertical black dashed line marks t = 890 s corre-
sponding to the second panel of Fig. 17 and Fig. 18.
(compare blue line in top right panel with green line in top
Fig. 20: Mean magnitude of vy (LOS1 solid lines) and vx (LOS2
dashed lines) in S1 (green) and S2 (blue) as a function of time.
The vertical black dashed line marks t = 890 s corresponding
to the second panel of Fig. 17 and Fig. 18.
left panel of Fig. 21). As time progresses, and the polarisation
of the wave changes, we observe an increase in the estimates
along LOS2 and the estimated kinetic energies along LOS1 be-
gin to deviate from the true total kinetic energy.
As well as underestimating the total kinetic energy in the
3D domain, the estimated kinetic energy also underestimates
the LOS kinetic energy. This is due to a combination of only
sampling regions which are within the formation temperature
range for the selected emission line and cancellation of veloc-
ities along the LOS. The energy which is ‘lost’ due to multiple
plasma flows along the LOS, caused by the complex magnetic
field, would result in an increased non-thermal line width
of the specific intensity (see also e.g. McIntosh & De Pon-
tieu 2012). Similarly, Pant et al. (2019) investigate the discrep-
ancy between the observed wave energy, calculated from the
Doppler velocities, and the true wave energy and find that the
additional energy is present in the non-thermal line widths.
Figure 22 shows the evolution of the average line width, cal-
culated using the full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of the
specific intensity, for simulation S2. Since the average tem-
perature during the simulation does not change significantly
over time, the thermal line width remains approximately con-
stant throughout the simulation. Hence, the increase in the
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Fig. 21: Total (green) and LOS (turquoise) kinetic energy is integrated over the full 3D numerical domain compared to the esti-
mated kinetic energy in Fe XII (blue) & Fe XVI (red), during S1 (row 1) & S2 (row 2) along LOS1 (column 1) & LOS2 (column 2).
Note that all curves have been smoothed to illustrate the general trend rather than the amplitude of the oscillations. The total
kinetic energy has not been plotted in panel (b) as it is several orders of magnitude larger (but the total kinetic energy is the
same as in panel (a)).
line width confirms that some of the ‘lost’ energy is indeed
hidden in the non-thermal line width.
4. Discussion and conclusions
In this paper, we have examined the synthetic emission data
for two 3D MHD simulations which model the propagation
and interference of transverse waves in complex magnetic
fields, where the two simulations differ in the complexity of
the initial background field. Waves are excited by a sinusoidal,
transverse driver imposed at the bottom boundary and over
time, are distorted by complex interference and phase mixing.
For LOS1 and LOS2 (Fig. 1 and Table 1), the total inten-
sity largely corresponded to the temperatures in the domain.
The Fe XVI line captures the hotter central column of plasma,
where the strongest braiding of the magnetic field is present,
as well as locations of adiabatic heating. The cooler Fe XII line
essentially detected the ‘inverse’ of Fe XVI, i.e. the cooler outer
regions of the simulation domain and, as the simulation pro-
gressed, locations of rarefaction. The magnetic field complex-
ity was not associated with similar intricate structuring in the
intensities along LOS1 and LOS2. The only evidence of com-
plexity in the magnetic field was identified by examining the
running differences along the magnetic field structure (LOS3
and 4). Regions of complex field could be detected using care-
ful analysis of multiple emission lines but even then, an abso-
lute comparison of the level of fine-scale structuring in the two
simulations was not possible. In the S1 simulation (less braid-
ing), tracing the magnetic field lines showed that one of the
flux tubes is still distinguishable in the initial setup. However,
with the exception of the Fe XVI line along LOS3, the integrated
intensities showed little evidence of the presence of this struc-
ture.
Despite the incompressible nature of the boundary driver,
due to non-linearity and coupling to compressive wave
modes, the waves are detectable in the LOS intensities. For S1,
there are indeed (weak) signatures in the intensity and run-
ning difference (of the intensities) in both Fe lines. However,
for the more complex field in S2, the wave front is substantially
deformed and compressibility occurs on smaller spatial scales,
leading to increased cancellation of the density and tempera-
ture perturbations along the LOS. As a result, the wave prop-
agation is barely detectable and could easily be mistaken for
background noise. In addition to the transverse waves, (com-
pressible) slow waves also enter the domain. Here, we found
additional structuring in the wave fronts in the horizontal di-
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Fig. 22: Average line width, using the FWHM, as a function of
time during S2. We show LOS1 (green and blue) and LOS2 (red
and purple) in Fe XII (green and red) and Fe XVI (blue and pur-
ple).
rection compared to the transverse waves. These shorter hor-
izontal spatial scales of the slow wave were most easily visible
in the intensity base differences and are caused by the inter-
play between the direction of the driver and the direction of
the local magnetic field. Of course, a different driver and/or
local magnetic field topology would lead to different horizon-
tal structuring.
During the first transit of the wave through the domain,
we see an apparent rotational motion in the intensity running
difference along LOS3, even though none are actually present
in the domain. However, changing the LOS angle by just 10°,
results in this apparent motion being much harder to detect,
although the effect of a minor change to the viewing angle
on the observations may be overcome by removing the aver-
age background propagation of the running difference struc-
ture. This apparent rotation also vanishes once the waves re-
flect off the top boundary and the wave interference results
in a random chaotic pattern in the intensity running differ-
ences. It is therefore unlikely that this apparent rotational mo-
tion would be an issue in the interpretation of waves in closed
magnetic structures, particularly given the presence of wave
interference. However, in open field regions or where wave
propagation is largely unidirectional (e.g. due to strong damp-
ing along the structure or efficient transmission at one of the
footpoints), distinguishing transverse and rotational motions
might not always be trivial and it is useful to be aware of the
potential for misinterpretation when analysing wave propaga-
tion through complex magnetic field structures.
The strongest signature of the transverse waves was
present in the Doppler velocities. For the more complex field,
we see more phase mixing, evident from the distortion of the
wave fronts (Howson et al. 2020). This was especially visible
in the hotter Fe XVI line, since the hotter plasma corresponds
to regions of more complex magnetic field. After the waves re-
flect off the top boundary, the combination of phase mixing
and wave interference of upward and downward propagating
waves throughout the domain leads to extensive distortion of
the wave fronts. The Doppler shift patterns become increas-
ingly fine-structured and chaotic, complicating the interpre-
tation of the nature of the wave mode. Indeed, at certain in-
stances along LOS1, the Doppler shifts could again be misin-
terpreted as torsional motions. Similar side-by-side red-blue
signatures were also present along LOS2 once the polarisation
of the wave changed to a mixture of vy (the direction of the
boundary driven waves) and vx . Comparable Doppler velocity
profiles are identified in Goossens et al. (2014) although for a
different numerical set up. In particular, the authors investi-
gate the synthetic emission from an over dense plasma cylin-
der in a uniform magnetic field, with an imposed velocity field
replicating the behaviour of the kink wave. Observations along
the direction of the transverse motion show red shift in the
location of the internal plasma and blue shift in the external
plasma. This red-blue structure is similar to our observations
along LOS1. They also examine the LOS perpendicular to the
transverse motion of the kink wave. Again, red-blue Doppler
shift structures are formed. However, this time they appear to
be the signatures of a directly driven torsional Alfvén wave,
rather than simply the azimuthal component of a kink mode.
Using the synthetic spectroscopic data, we estimated the
kinetic energy in the simulations. We considered the effects of
various factors, including the LOS angle, magnetic field com-
plexity and the emission lines (Fe XII and Fe XVI). In the most
optimal configuration, where the LOS is parallel to the bound-
ary driver (LOS1) and the magnetic field is less braided (S1),
we achieved reasonably accurate estimates for the total kinetic
energy. However, for the least optimal configuration, namely a
LOS perpendicular to the driver (LOS2 in the S1 case), we at-
tain estimates several orders of magnitude less than the phys-
ical value. In practice, estimates of the total kinetic energy are
likely to be between these two cases and could underestimate
the true kinetic energy by an order of magnitude, where some
of this energy will be represented by enhanced non-thermal
line widths (e.g. McIntosh & De Pontieu 2012; Pant et al. 2019).
Of course, additional uncertainties in the density profile and
the LOS integration length may further increase the uncer-
tainty in the energy measurements. In a previous study, De
Moortel & Pascoe (2012) use a simple 3D numerical model
of wave propagation along multiple loop strands to examine
the effect of LOS integration on estimating the energy budget.
They use a more complex driver than the one presented in this
article, which is designed to mimic random footpoint motions.
This may also have an effect on the energy budget, given that
we found substantially different estimates from a LOS paral-
lel to a LOS perpendicular to our unidirectional driver (i.e. a
simple back and forth driver along one direction, in this case
the y-axis). In their study, the authors find that the LOS kinetic
energy budget captures, at best, 40% of the actual kinetic en-
ergy generated, suggesting that the LOS integration has a sub-
stantial impact on the kinetic energy estimated from Doppler
shifts.
In summary, many of the observables we have discussed
in this paper are relatively easily understood, at least with the
knowledge of the evolution of the physical parameters in the
3D domain. However, our analysis does highlight that care is
required in some instances, where the propagation of a simple
wave front in a complex magnetic field can lead to complex
patterns in the observables. In particular, we found that when
considering the intensities or Doppler velocities in isolation,
distinguishing between transverse and rotational motions is
not always trivial. Finally, we investigated the estimated ki-
netic energy which is highly dependent on the spatial scale of
the wave driver, the polarisation of the wave, complexity of the
background field and the LOS angles.
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